CURRENT AFFAIRS (MONTH :AUGUST and SEPTEMBER)
1. After 12 years Nooyi quits as Pepsi CEO - The Chennai born IIM and Yale educated
executive, was the first female CEO, 62 will make way for company insider Ramon Laguarta.
2. 2018 Asian Games-:Saurabh, 16 year old Meerut boy is crowned 'Pistol king of Asia'. He is the
youngest Indian to bag an Asian gold.
3. 'Girl Power' at its best. The entire country is proud of Vinesh Phogat. She is the first woman
wrestler to win gold at Asian games.
4. JNU to rename its Management school after late PM Atal Bihari Vajpayee.
5. Chhattisgarh CM Dr Raman Singh to rename the upcoming capital Naya Raipur as 'Atal Nagar'
and Bundelkhand Expressway as 'Atal Path'.
6. Chandrayaan-1 device found ice on moon surface-NASA.
Scientists have confirmed the presence of frozen water deposits in the darkest and coolest parts of
the moon's polar region using data from Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft.
7. Imran khan- former cricketer is the new Prime Minister of Pakistan.
8. CBSE to provide digital board exam documents to flood hit Kerala students.
9. National sports day (29th August) celebrated in India. Every year on this day, the President of
India confers National sports and adventure awards (Arjun and Khel Ratan awards).
10. India's first flight powered by biofuel lands at IGI airport: Spice jet operated India's first test
flight powered by biojet fuel. It took off from Dehradun and landed at New Delhi.
11. ISRO unveiled details of the Gaganyaan mission for manned space flight before 2022.
12. President Ram Nath Kovind appoints 7 new governors. Satyapal Malik replaces N N Vohra in
Jammu Kashmir, Lalji Tandon new governor of Bihar and Satyadev Narayan Arya new governor
of Haryana.
13. Kashmir gets its first Muslim woman pilot. 30 years old Iram Habib has become first
Kashmiri Muslim woman to become a pilot.
14. NASA spots signs of water on Jupiter's Great Red Spot- scientists detected signs of water
above the planets deepest cloud.
15. NASA set to launch space LASER in September to track Earth's melting ice.
Tracking tool: the satellite will measure ice-heights along the same path in the Polar Regions 4
times a year providing seasonal and annual monitoring of ice elevation changes.
16. India has won 15 Gold, 24 Silver and 30 Bronze medals in Asian games held in Jakarta, and
Haryana is the biggest contributor to the medals tally.
17. First robot boat sails into history by crossing the Atlantic Ocean. It is a milestone that shows
the technology for unmanned boats.

